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Chapter 2971 

Levi Is Selfish 

That was the thought that popped into the head of someone who wielded incredible power and 

influence. 

Instead of beating around the bush like how Hawen did, they planned to steal the resources directly. 

Since Levi possessed abundant resources, who wouldn’t feel tempted to rob him? 

Of course, they probably would not have come up with that idea if they knew what had happened in 

Hawen. 

Despite the advantages of a bounty, it also had its disadvantages. 

It exposed the fact about the resources in Levi’s possession, causing many to plot against him so that 

they could take them for their own. 

Levi also had no clue that even those in Erudia were after his resources. 

the vortex at the 

them met up with a few others somewhere 

of the highest quality! Even the purity of the spiritual energy crystals 

got all those 

isn’t he trying to get treatment for his daughter? If that’s the case, we could propose 

she was poisoned with Final Malice. It won’t be easy to create an antidote for 

the second volume of the Poison Handbook. With that, we 

had taken an interest in him and 

to give anything, he had doubled his resources and even 

his worries 

effects of the poison. Nonetheless, I’d better continue to keep a close watch. That poison is no ordinary 

poison, and all this could merely be 

Hawen’s outrageous 

a myriad of solutions, and even brought magical 

their suggestions were of no 

that day, a crowd suddenly showed up because they 

Chapter 2972 



I Make My Own Decisions 

Levi grew increasingly puzzled as they continued to rain a barrage of criticism on him. 

What did I do? Why are they acting like they’ve gone crazy and attacking me like this? 

Furious, Levi retorted, “What did I do that was so selfish? Please explain what I’ve done!” 

The crowd’s leader stepped forward and asked, “Levi Garrison, isn’t it true that you have plenty of 

resources? Don’t you have heaps of magical herbs and spiritual energy crystals? Haven’t you been giving 

them away in buckets?” 

Levi nodded. “That’s true. But this matter has never been kept a secret. Doesn’t everyone already know 

about it? Indeed, I have plenty of resources. Much more than you could ever imagine.” 

was not a 

you ever given Erudia any magical herbs? Have you given the country a single piece of spiritual energy 

crystal? The answer to that is ‘no’!” Erudia 

use your resources to help Erudia rise. However, our patience has been 

stirred up the crowd’s rage, 

Realization dawned on Levi. 

everyone was so upset and called 

they’re so mad. I’m selfish for not sharing my resources with Erudia. In their minds, the first thing I 

should’ve done was hand them over to the country, but I didn’t. Therefore, I’m selfish because I didn’t 

prioritize the good of Erudia, and I’m not 

only a handful of people thought that way and that the majority were grateful to 

them into the trash or feed the magical herbs to the dogs, that’s my call. I have no obligation to report 

what I do with the resources, nor does Erudia have such rules. I have no obligation to give anyone 

anything. The resources belong to me, and I’ll make my own decisions. They’d do well to mind their own 

business. Besides, they’re supposed to be used to find an antidote 

with you. They’re for me to use in obtaining 

of angry protests from the crowd. “You’re right to use them to save your daughter, but do you need that 

much? You have an abundance of resources, 

Chapter 2973 

The Most Horrifying Emotional Blackmailing 

“Don’t you think that you should change the way you look at things? There are better ways, you know? 

You should let your resources strengthen Erudia first. That’ll benefit your daughter too, won’t it?” 



“That makes sense to me. Even though Forlevia’s very important to you, you have to remember that 

she’s the daughter of the Crown King! She should always be ready to sacrifice herself for the greater 

good. Isn’t it worth it for Erudia?” 

“Of course, we’re not literally sacrificing her. I believe that if you’re willing to give your resources to 

Erudia, the country and its people will do everything in their power to cure Forlevia.” 

“If we’re to be frank, we’d say that you and your daughter owe Erudia. This is the least you can do for 

this country.” 

In response to the people’s clamoring, Levi laughed in derision. What a pile of bullsh*t! This is the worst 

emotional blackmailing I’ve ever encountered. How dare these people get on their moral high horse to 

demand me to make such a sacrifice! 

Even Dr. Erebus and the Digital God could not believe what they heard and were on the verge of 

questioning Levi for protecting those people. 

opinion, for the Divine Brigadier and a few others had 

agreed that you have to do this,” voiced the leader of 

unfolded the banner, Levi saw that it was 

by thousands of people urging you to direct the resources to Erudia. We all think that is the best 

doesn’t mean we’ll leave your daughter to die. With our resources combined, 

petition? They might as well start a riot. Just because they have the numbers, these people think they 

can tell me 

a good look at all the 

should think carefully about what 

as a reminder to you, so take a good, hard 

persistently continued to 

a wave of energy to shred the banner before its 

the group of people never expected that 

Chapter 2974 

You Are But A Waste Of Space 

“It turns out there are people more despicable than those in Hawen. I’ve lived for a very long time, but 

I’ve never witnessed this level of shamelessness,” scoffed Dr. Erebus. 

Then, the Digital God decided to be straightforward with the insufferable group of people. “You think 

you lot are enough to represent the entire Erudia? Don’t make me laugh. You’re but only a few hundred 

people.” 

The group immediately got upset when Dr. Erebus and the Digital God chimed in. 



“And just who do you think you two are? What gives you the right to speak up?” 

“You think you’re all that just because you’re called Erebus Angel and the Angel of Light? You’re not 

worthy! In case you’ve forgotten, you two tried to destroy the world.” 

“Crown King, why would you even side with these two? Have they put a spell on you or something?” 

Like mad dogs, the group snapped at anyone who dared to go against them. 

they thought they had 

ready to get 

Anything else you want to add?” 

the people were pleasantly surprised because they thought he 

you’re indeed a wise man. Someone as 

hail the Crown King!” 

when Erudia is stronger than even Xyperia. With the country’s support, the Xyperians will have no 

choice but to surrender Idrae to you.” Since the people thought they had 

aircraft will be enough to move 

can always request to get more aircraft or 

Now let’s get to work! 

of resources when the man suddenly shouted, “Not so fast! 

you agree 

recall doing 

faces darkened when they heard Levi’s response. “You even asked us if there was anything 

 Chapter 2975 

More Futile Emotional Blackmailing 

One punch was all it took for Levi to smash the man’s head. 

Fresh blood was immediately sprayed onto those near the dead man, shocking them to the core. 

The supporters were stunned as they tried to figure out what had happened exactly. Did the Crown King 

just smash someone’s head in? 

On the other hand, Dr. Erebus and the Digital God could not be more relieved to see the intolerable 

leader dead. 

To them, seeing the leader’s head explode was as satisfying as if they had attacked the man themselves. 

become, and it was definitely not the kind susceptible to emotional 



expected that the group of people would go that far, so he knew 

their insolence. Otherwise, he would have killed 

people crossed the line when they asked Levi to give up on his daughter and deemed 

did not matter who said those things because Levi was ready to butcher anyone who dared to 

had passed in silence before the people finally 

“Levi, how dare—” 

have 

his action but never got the 

With that, Levi instantly beat those who 

was stunned and showered with blood after 

over my resources?” questioned Levi 

 Chapter 2976 

Desperate For Any Solutions 

As Levi demanded coldly, his gaze swept across everyone’s faces. 

“I think…” After a moment of silence, someone spoke up. 

However, he had just said two words before Levi killed him with a single punch. 

Blood splattered across the air. 

“I don’t want your opinion. I’m asking if you’ve heard me!” growled Levi coldly. 

Everyone returned to their senses and yelled, “We won’t try to steal the resources anymore!” 

“You can, but I’ll kill anyone who does. Go back and tell everyone. If anyone wants to snatch my 

resources, go on! That’s if you aren’t afraid of dying. I’ll kill everyone who’s weaker than me. Of course, 

if you think that you’re stronger than me, just come at me! I’ll welcome you anytime.” 

When Levi said that, the hundreds of people in front of him were so scared that they almost wet their 

pants. 

However, they also understood that they had committed a heinous crime toward Levi. 

Hence, he would not hesitate to kill. 

Immediately, everyone scuttled away as they were afraid that Levi would go back on his word if they 

stayed there any longer. 

“Don’t be angry, Mr. Garrison. I didn’t expect these scums to be so shameless!” consoled Dr. Erebus and 

the rest. 



ordinary people said 

doesn’t matter. It’s the same everywhere. Some people are good and some 

that, he quickly agreed, “Yeah! For many of them, old habits die hard. Some of them might not even 

as long as they don’t kick up a fuss in front of me. If they do, I’ll 

Levi spun 

back, Digital God and Dr. 

a certain extent, they won’t need to comply with social norms. They can do whatever they want and 

follow their hearts. They can kill at a 

God and 

a lot of people 

regretted 

to Erudia, they 

incident sound more dramatic for many people to become 

Levi was being selfish, they hurled all sorts 

for 

planning to keep the resources to himself even though 

like that, Levi got 

described Levi to be an extremely evil 

did not hear those comments, 

not matter as long as they did not run their mouths 

he did not have the time 

once he finished treating Forlevia’s poison, he might look 

few days, Levi discovered that the ice bed could temporarily freeze 

he understood that the 

 Chapter 2977 

The Fraud 

After he announced the reward, there were less people who wished to earn the reward from Levi by 

thinking of solutions to cure Forlevia’s poison. 

Instead, there were more people who had their eyes set on Levi’s resources. 



Many forces were already thinking of snatching them away from him. 

Even Xyperia and Idrae were keeping a close eye on him. 

For Idrae, their method of creating Deities had already proved successful and the first batch of artificially 

created Deities was ready. 

Out of the hundred people who were experimented on, nine of them were successful. 

Now that Xyperia had nine more Deities, it created a huge uproar in the rest of the world. 

They believed that this must not continue because Xyperia would just become even more powerful. 

Theoretically speaking, they could have as many Deities as they wanted! 

However, a lot of resources were required for creating Deities, so the price was very high! 

They had to use loads of spiritual energy crystals and magical herbs. 

Only a powerful nation like Xyperia had the ability to launch such an experiment. 

replicate that, even 

they had no 

a result, Levi became a 

had nine more Deities, they experimented 

efficiency was still 

in the resources, it was not just meant for nine people—it 

day would come when they 

hands on Levi’s resources, they could solve all of their 

applied to both Xyperia and the other 

those resources so desperately that they had 

away from him directly, so there was only one 

to get the resources from Levi through 

vulnerability was strikingly 

news about a magical medicine—the Ten Millenium Snow Lotus—that 

only half of 

news immediately created 

person had the Ten Millenium Snow Lotus, but no 

that this mysterious man was in Erudia 



price—ten tonnes of 

Kuro Dragon’s, but he 

soon 

of whether it’s effective, I think that 

Lotus from Erudia? It might possibly be 

 Chapter 2978 

Ten Millenium Snow Lotus 

Their headquarters was on a small island. 

As they gazed at the huge heap of resources, they grinned in delight. 

They did not actually have the Ten Millenium Snow Lotus—everything was fabricated so they could lure 

Levi out. 

They quoted an extremely high price to take advantage of Levi’s desperation for solutions. 

They figured Levi would definitely agree to their request. 

After all, he did not lack the resources at all. 

Without the actual Ten Millenium Snow Lotus, they could not make an exchange with Levi. 

As Levi would definitely want to check the goods during the exchange, they would be exposed and the 

scam would fall through. 

Hence, they asked for a 50% deposit, so Levi could give them half of the resources first. 

As that was only the deposit, they would not arouse Levi’s suspicion. 

However, right from the start, they were only aiming for that deposit—this was their true objective. 

The ten tonnes of spiritual energy crystals and one thousand magical herbs were only a distraction. 

was to trick Levi into giving them the deposit, which was the five tonnes 

they were not going after the full sum. Instead, they had been targeting only half of it right from the 

very 

risky to 

checking of goods failed, they would 

them, 

all, Idrae’s principle was to stop 

they managed to get their hands on the ten tonnes of spiritual energy 

was better to just trick Levi of half of 



would be waiting at the final exchange, they 

it was, it would be a win-win situation 

many resources that I can barely imagine it! Only the top five 

a blessing in this critical 

pile of 

should we still meet Levi?” asked 

pass him a fake snow lotus. Then tell him that he has been 

the expression on Levi’s face after that dumbass 

“Hahaha! This feels great!” 

the consequence of not joining us. You deserve 

… 

transported the resources away so quickly! My men were too far to keep an eye on them. However, 

they’ve arranged for the swap to be held tomorrow. After we check the Ten Millenium Snow Lotus and 

confirm that it’s authentic, we’ll pass them the rest of the 

“Okay!” 

Levi nodded. 

the rest 

remaining 

 Chapter 2979 

Does This Look Like A Sword 

After opening the box, they saw a tree branch lying inside. 

The Ten Millenium Snow Lotus was gone and only a tree branch could be seen. 

Levi was boiling with rage and even Dr. Erebus was furious. 

Their expressions changed drastically as a menacing glint flashed across their eyes, as if they yearned to 

rip everything into shreds. 

We’ve been tricked! After that long wait, this isn’t the Ten Millenium Snow Lotus at all. It’s just a tree 

branch! How despicable! Da*n it! They actually tricked us like that! 

Those opposite Levi were puzzled as well. They had been hired by a mysterious man to deliver the box, 

so they did not know what was inside it. 

They thought that it was just an expensive item. 



However, when they noticed Levi and the others’ reactions, they went over to take a look 

subconsciously. 

A look of utter disbelief crossed their faces when they saw the tree branch. 

The mysterious man spent so much money to make us deliver a tree branch? 

“Look! There’s something inside,” exclaimed one of them when he saw a piece of paper at the bottom. 

Levi grabbed the tree branch slowly and took out the piece of paper. 

he saw the words: Levi Garrison, you are a dumbass! You’ve just been tricked! We’ll leave the remaining 

half 

“Hahaha!” 

Levi burst out laughing. 

“Very well!” 

many people who tried to snatch the resources away from 

the resources for some useless herbs 

too 

for a miracle, 

was the first time someone had tricked 

only that but this entire scam was also executed very professionally. It 

However, Levi expected it. 

already noticed that 

is—he was not afraid 

the 

as it could prove helpful to Forlevia, he would not let go 

if he would get scammed, he still 

Ten Millenium Snow Lotus was 

had lost 

were not that ‘greedy’. Right from the start, their goal was only half of those resources. Those people 

demanded an 

genuinely laughing. Not only was he not furious, but he was guffawing 

bad! Someone managed to 

“Bstard! Dan it!” 



want to die? They’re provoking us! 

thinking that the other party was 

Chapter 2980 

Snatch It Openly 

Waving the tree branch in the air lightly, he continued, “I’ll stab it into those scammers and pull it out. 

Blood will pour over the ground…” 

Although Levi was grinning brightly, everyone thought that he looked just like the devil. 

He was simply too terrifying. 

Suddenly, the grin disappeared from Levi’s face. 

“Investigate who the scammers are and catch them! I’ll keep this tree branch. When they’re caught, I’ll 

use this tree branch to drain their blood to the last drop,” snarled Levi with a vicious expression. 

“Got… Got it!” replied Dr. Erebus and Digital God as they gulped. 

The others were shivering uncontrollably, feeling like there was a mountain weighing down on them. 

Even if people could take Levi’s things, they would not be alive to use them. 

If they dared to lie to Levi, their only outcome would be death. 

“Hahaha! Did you see how Levi, that dumbass, looked when he realized that he got tricked? I’m going to 

die from laughing!” 

“I really want to trick him again!” 

was guffawing on the island, especially the 

grins were 

Levi being scammed spread and he became the butt of a 

Idrae wanted to know who the person who tricked 

were gloating over it secretly 

the people in Erudia were insulting Levi for being foolish. Not only did he refuse to give the resources to 

Erudia, but he also 

fact, this was the best news that Hawen had ever heard that 

also 

Levi had enough 

so desperate to cure Forlevia that he 

Levi returned, he realized that 



had changed 

panic and act rashly. There’ll 

few people from the Ecclesiastic Order walking around a restricted area in Erudia. 

got scammed. He’s willing to bear any costs for the sake of his 

Levi got his resources from, I could not find anything at all. It’s like he can get resources whenever he 

wants to! 

don’t we strike a deal with him? We offer to cure his daughter’s 

listen to the military chief’s opinion after 

many people approaching 

quite a few who tried to trick him, they did not do anything overboard and merely 

all, it would no longer be easy 

 


